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EFT PRACTITIONER TRAINING DAY 5 

31st July 2021 - Questions & Answers 

 

 

1. What is Movie Technique? How does it work? 

 

The Movie Technique is for gently and thoroughly reducing the 

emotional intensity of past troubling memories or other specific past 

events, one crescendo of intensity at a time (each handled as one 

aspect). 

 

The purpose of this approach is to disarm the negative impact a specific 

event has had, and continues to have, on a person’s present life 

experience, whether known or unknown. 

 

Whether the emphasis is on imagining what happened visually as in a 

specific movie scene, describing what is happening in each frame of the 

scenario, or telling a linear narrative story of what happened, moment-

by-moment, the Movie Technique allows the person to use tapping – 

together with their inner senses and imagination – to gently engage the 

specifics of a past troubling event and release the negative impact, in a 

thorough and step-by-step manner. 

 

How does Movie Technique work? 

 

In the Movie Technique, we begin by choosing a specific event or 

moment in time – something short and manageable in length, usually 

about two minutes or less – with a beginning, middle, and end. We then 

give this story or movie scene an appropriate title (according to the 

client) and tap on the title (i.e., tap rounds using the title as the 

Reminder Phrase) until the person is comfortable with the idea of 

narrating the story or movie scene.  
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Giving the story or movie scene an appropriate title is a “protective 

distancing” strategy that allows us to gently approach and handle any 

negative emotional intensity found within the narrative. Titling 

minimizes the possibility of an intense emotional reaction or more 

suffering. An appropriate title is one such as a code word or a generic 

title that does not, in itself, cause more emotional intensity.  

 

In other words, tapping on the title helps the client begin processing the 

emotional intensity of the memory, so they can ease gently into telling 

or narrating their story. 

 

 

2. What are the steps to do the Movie Technique? 

 

Break the incident down so that it can be resolved in a step-by-step 

manner. 

• Name the movie and intensity levels and tap. 

• Movie on screen, curtains, and remote control in hand. 

• When intensity on name is down, open curtains. 

• Run the movie from start to finish and identify emotional peaks. 

• Begin with the lowest peak first always, as you don't know what is 

in the highest peak. 

• Tap the intensity down. 

• Test, and move to the next peak (some will have more than one 

peak). 

• Repeat till the movie has no charge. 

• Test by telling the story again as in Tell the Story technique. 
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3. Can we do a positive round of tapping when the SUDs come down to 

zero? 

 

Yes, you can do a positive round of tapping when the SUDs come down 

to zero.  

 

The most important thing is to use words that resonate with the client. 

You can ask the client, “How do you feel now?” Then you can tap on the 

positive feeling the client shares with you. For example, “Even though I 

felt unhappy, that was then, and this is now, and now I am open to the 

possibility of feeling happy.” 

 

 

4. While working with my partner on Cravings, they shared that they felt 

peaceful after two rounds of tapping. We proceeded and the feeling 

changed from peaceful to helplessness. I asked them when they have 

felt like this before. In response, they brought another story from their 

childhood, and later there were three different stories. It was a little 

challenging. Do we stick to the story, or to the feeling when something 

like this happens? 

 

You can do both, actually, if the story is related to their cravings. You 

need to find out if and how the story and the emotions are connected to 

the craving. And then you’ll need to work on both. 

 

If they come up with multiple stories, just ask them “I noticed you 

mentioned three stories. Of the three stories, which one do you think is 

connected to the cravings we are working on?” You need find linkages 

with astute questions. It means that you get them to observe and 

inquire which one is the right memory. And sometimes, they just can’t 

point to the right memory, and that’s okay too. Let the process flow and 

if the healing is the incomplete, they will bring it up again. 
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5. I worked with my partner on one of the emotional peaks and they 

shared that the intensity of it had come down. I asked them to check in 

with the memory. They said that the memory is still a ten. How to go 

about addressing this situation? 

 

Ask them what they want. If something like this happens, you’ll have to 

step into their model of the world. Essentially, we are working on the 

charge associated with that memory. For some people, the charge may 

come down, but the memory remains the same.  

 

Step into their world and try to understand the reason why it’s still a 10. 

It could be because in their world, it’s something very significant. Try 

getting what they are thinking. It is unusual for this happen, so you’ll 

have to enquire why it is happening.  

 

 

6. Whenever I practice EFT I can’t get a specific memory for the emotion, 

even with hypnosis. I can’t get a specific memory for the feeling that I 

have. Is it okay if you don’t get a connection with a specific memory? 

 

There is no need to get any specific memory. It’s completely okay if you 

get a specific memory, and it’s equally okay if you don’t. While we 

worked together on cravings yesterday, you mentioned that you’ve felt 

lonely many times before. We first worked on the “many times’ 

together, and then I asked if there is specific memory you want to 

explore.  So, as the process goes on, I might get specific by asking 

specific questions. Ideally, when we do memory work, we work one 

memory at a time. 
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7. I find it difficult to ascribe aspects to an issue, and it shocks me when 

my partners describe their issues with various sub modalities. How can 

I move ahead having experienced this difficult? 

 

About not being able to ascribe sub modalities to an issue, that’s okay, 

too. You can tap along saying, “Even though there is no colour, there is 

no shape, there is no texture, I can only feel it in my body, I love and 

accept myself”. 

 

And a question I want you to ask yourself is: “When else in your life did 

you feel the need to give the other person what you thought they wanted 

to receive, and you denied your own truth?” 

 

8. I overcame my craving for garlic bread but then turned to bread fritters 

instead. I found myself contemplating on why I ate that. I didn’t sleep 

last night and am feeling drained and exhausted. I was very self-

consciousness about what to eat and what not to eat. How do I go 

about addressing this tug? 

 

You are talking about the tussle between mind and heart as you did 

yesterday, just in different words. For you, it’s not about cravings. It is 

something beyond the substance. Here, you are describing a 

requirement for comfort, which is something that takes time.  

 

There is part of you that is truly committed to things, and there is 

another part of you that’s essentially a child who does her own thing 

and pushes the button of the committed part. We don’t know what that 

little girl wants right now. Whenever she calls out to you, it comes as 

bread. You must give this some time.  

 

One thing I suggest to clients who come to see me for cravings is that 

they set timers for tapping sessions three times a day.  
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9. What if I have a craving and I do not want to give it up? Do I still need 

to work on it? 

 

When working on cravings, you decide if you would like to work on it or 

not. If you prefer not to give up the craving, then do not work on it. The 

choice is yours. Likewise, if you do want to give up the craving, what EFT 

tapping gives you is a choice: the choice to continue taking the 

substance or not. 

 

 

10. I have different addictions. Sometimes it is for chocolate, chips, 

Chinese, specific foods, tea, TV series, mobile phone, etc. It’s not 

always for a specific food. How do you get off that? 

 

So, when you have different addictions, the work is at the emotional 

level. What you can do is the following: 

• Roll the cameras back to the millisecond before the impulse arises 

to take that food substance, and ask yourself, “What are you feeling 

emotionally in this moment?” and then ask, “How does taking it 

(the food substance) make you feel emotionally?”.  

• Then explore the memories and beliefs associated with that 

emotion.  
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